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SUBJECT:
1

l

PURPOSE. To provide
guidance
and instructions
eligibility
and submitting
application
for civil
certification
of surplus
military
aircraft
and
from spare and surplus
parts,
under FAR 21.183
Certificate
has been issued
under FAR 21.21 or

2.

REFERENCES.
Federal
Aviation
Regulations
and 91.
Advisory
Circular
No. 20-65.

30

GENERAL.

AIRCRAFT

on establirhlng
airworthiness
aircraft
assembled
(d) when an FM Type
FAR 21.27.

(FARs)

Parts

1, 21,

45,

47

8.

All aircraft
used in U.S. civil
operations
are required
by law to
be certificated
in accordance
with the Federal
Aviation
Act of 1958
and the implementing
Federal
Aviation
Regulations.
There mst be an original
FAA unchanged
Type Certificate,
or the orininal
FAA
Type Certificate
modified
by an amendment
or Supplemental
Type
Certificate,
and an FAA Certificate
of Airworthiness
issued
before
the aircraft
can be operated
as a civil
aircraft.

b.

The Departmm;
of Defenoe
(DOD) disposes
of military
aircraft
which,
when shown to meet FAA design
requirements,
my be eligible
for an Airworthiness
Certificate.
In addition,
the DOD #ells
major components
and epare parts which the purchaser
may use to
build
a complete
aircraft.
In order
that these part8
can be used
for certification
they must have been manufactured
and Larpected
in accordance
with FAA requirements.
These rfrcrrft
l n’d aircraft
assembled
from the spare parts
must wet
FM design
requirements
and airworthiness
standards
before
a Standard
Airworthiness
Certificate
can be issued
for the aircraft.

c.

The Defense
Disposal
Mmual
DOD 4160-21-M,
Chapter
VII, and all
DOD notices
announcing
the rsale of rurplus
rtroraft
state
that
the
DOD does not assume any liability
or in any vay represent
the
aircreft
as m
af wtheml

initiated

by: AFS-160
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Aviation
Administration
(FAA) Standard
Airworthiness
Certification
Requirements.
The person
who purchases
these aircraft
must demonstrate
that
the aircraft
conforms
to the FAA Type Certificate
and is in a
Many purchasers
of surplus
military
condition
for safe operation.
aircraft
and assemblers
(manufacturers)
of aircraft
from spare and
surplus
parts
have been unable
t,o obtain
Standard
Airworthiness
Certificates
for their
aircraft
due to their
inability
to show that
the aircraft
conforms
to an FAA approved
Type Certificate
or Suppleprospective
purchasers
of surplus
mental
Type Certificate.
Therefore,
military
aircraft
and assemblers
(rnarkfacturers)
of aircraft
from
spare and surplus
parts
should
be aware of the civil
requirements,
and
that
such aircraft
must comply with
those
requirements
to be eligible
for an Airworthiness
Certificate.
In a number of cases the Type
Certificate
dota
sheet
or aircraft
specification
will
note the modificaThese documnts
should
be
tions
required
for civil
certification.
to understand
what modifications
reviewed
by prospective
purchasers
are required
for civil
certification.
4.

BASIC ELIGX HLITY
REQUIRO4ENTS.
Before
a Standard
Certificate
of
Airworthiness
can be obtained
for any surplus
military
aircraft
or
aircraft
assembled
(manufactured)
from spare and surplus
.parts,
the
applicant
must (1) obtain
an FAA Tyfie Certificate
under
Federal
Aviation
Regulations,
Part 21.21
or Part 21.27,
and be able to show that
the
aircraft
conforms
to that
Type Certificate
or,
(2) show that
the aircraft
conforms
to an existing
Type Certificate
or a Supplemental
Type Certificate of a civilian
mDde1. In addition,
he must
(in either
case)
prove
that
it is in condition
for safe operation.

5.

CONFORMITY.
Conformity
date of manufacture
can

status
with
be established

regard
to an FAA approved
by one of the following

design
as
methods:

a.

The

b.

The Type Certificate
when the particular
to be eligible
with

c.

In absence
of a or b the FAA can accept
a statement
from the
manufacturer
or the military
that
the aircraft
was manufactured
in accordance
with
an FAA approved
design
and in accordance
with
an FAA approved
inspection
system.
Any deviations
from the approved
design
at the time of manufacture
should
be noted.

FAA Form 8130-2;
data
serial
certain

sheet
or Aircraft
Specifications
number is included
showipe
it
modifications;

kmen the aircraft
conformity,
at the time of acceptance
by the military,
has been determined,
it may then be possible
to determine
from the
aircraft
records
those
components
and parts
that were replaced
or added
after
acceptance
by the military.
This will
enable
the FAA to determine
any modification
that
need be made to permit
the issuance
af an airworthiness certiffc8tion.

Par
Page

2

3
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6.

CERTIFICATION
PROCEDURES. The folluwing
8re typical
rteps
that
taken by an spplicant
to shuw compli8nce
with the airworthiness
certification
requirements
of FAR 21.183(d):
a.

FM

Form 8130-6

Certificate
b0

Par

Identify
the
Certificetes)
Airwrthiness

,”

(OMB 040R0058),
properly
executed
Certificate
for the aircraft
Certificate.

“Application
and submitted

FAA Type

for

my

be

for Airworthiness
(FAR 21.173).

(Including
any Supplemental
which he is applying
for

vpe
rn

c.

Submit 8 copy of the bill
of sale irsued
by the Federal
Government
Agency from which the aircreft
~8s procured.
(The DOD advi8es
that a bill
of sale is issued
for sale of flyable
aircraft).
Where irneircreft
ia sold 8s bcrap,
8 bill
of 8ale is not issued.
Aircraft
and parts
sold 8s scrap are not eligible
for certification.

d.

Resent
evidence
to the FAA inspector
thrt
the aircraft
conform
to the type design
in the FM Type Certificate
or as modified
by
my Supplemental
Type Certificete.
The type design
dsta used by
the applicant
to determine
conformity
lrhould
be shown in the
opplicent%
records.
The more complete
the records,
the e8aier
it
will
be for the applicant
to establish
conformity
to the m
Certificete
or as modified
by any Supplemental
Type Certificate.
The
following
(as appropriate
to the perticular
situetion)
8re typic81
records
that might be needed:

6

(1)

Records
mainteined
by the military,
the wnufacturer,rnd
any
other
prior
owner pertaining
to the manufecturing,
lrmpection,
maintenance,
and operation
of the crircraft.

(2)

FAA Form 8130-2
(formerly
FAA Form 970),
Military
Aircraft
,” or prior
Airuorthinees
by the FAA, if my.

(3)

Records which esteblish
by manufacturer’8
serial
number that
the complete
rircraft
~8s produced
under an FAA Production
Certificate
(PC), or 8n FAA Approved
Production
Inspection
System (APIS),
rnd the extent
to which
it was 80 produced.

(4)

Where component8
and part8
have been replaced
aince original
mcmuf8cture,the
record8
of the component8
azid part8
should
8hw
them aa being produced
under an FM Production
Certificate,
FM
PIrtr
kfanufrcturer
Approval,
FM Approved
Production
Inspection
System,
or FAA Technic81
Standard
Order rnd show that
they are
8tfll
in an airworthy
condition.

(5)

Records
of my component8
rnd
or r88embled
by the applicant
to the type derign.

part8

which

“Conformity
Certificate

that have
ertablish

been
that

Pqe

Certificate
i88ued

frbrkaeed
they conform

3

-
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Records

of enginu,
gear box assemblies,
landing
other
components
or parts which establish
originally
conformed
to the type design and have
(overhauled,
re-built,
etc.,
re FAR 43 Standards)
with the applicable
FAA requirements.
ments

(7)

geara,
instruthat they
been melntalned

or

in

accordance

Where military
records
are being used to substantiate
any portion(s)
of conformity
to FAA approved
type design,
the applicant
should
show that
the records
for that specific
aircraft,
component
or
pert are complete
and accurate.
from the
NOTE : A letter
are complete
and accurate
spplicant,
Federal

e.

FAA Form 31?(OMB 040R0146),
“Statement
submitted
with
an outline
explaining

f.

Present

current

6

Presenr

evidence

Directives

7.

DOD stating
that the historical
records
would expedite
the showing of the
if the applicant
can obtain
such a letter
from the
Agency where the aircraft
was purchased.

h.

Resent

i.

Assure

weight

and

balance

of

compliance

with

of

Conformity,”

determination

from
all

executed

actual

weighing

applicable

of aircraft.

Airworthiness

(AI&).
records

of

inspection

per

FAR 21.183(d)(Z).

that
the identification
and marking
requirements
of FAR 45
are complied
with.
For an aircraft
built
from spare parts,
FAA
approval
of a new aircraft
identification
plate
which meets the
requirements
of FAR 45.11
and FAR 45.13
must be obtained.

MAJOR AREAS OF CONCERN.

following

areas

which

are

Special
critical

attention
should
to airworthiness:

be given

to

the

a.

All major components
of airplanes
(wings,
empennage,
fuselage,
landing
gear,
engine
mount,
cowlings,
type certificated
engine
and propeller
and related
systems,
controls
and control
systems,
and instrumentation).

b.

All

tail
c.

Page 4

and

of conformity.

fuselage
structure
of helicopters
booms a cabin aectlons,
etc.),

Life-limited
parts
part providing
the
alrcraf
t log booke.
the aircraft
log at
Where the military
life-limit
will
be
military,
the civil
to be used is that
a new life-limit
ie

all

(including
center
frames,
rotors
rnd related
parts.

may be used for the remaining
time left
on the
record
of time ia clearly
reflected
in the
End of life
(time limit)
awst be reflected
in
the time of Standard
Airworthiness
Certification.
life
is less than the civil
life,
the military
used.
Where the civil
life-limit
Is ltrs
than the
will
be used.
In either
case the time (life-limit)
of the lesser
time.
This can be exceeded
only if
established
on the type data sheet.
Par

6
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Prior
to accomplishing
any work on the aircraft,
an applicant
should
review
with the FAA inspector
the records
which he has
concerning
the aircraft.
This will
assure
that
the vork is
accomplished
in accordance
with the requireDlent
in FNLs, including
the neces8ary
FAA Approved
Production
Inrpection
Syrtems in the
case of a8semblies
or sseembly
of the complete
aircraft.

d.

8.

AfR!HORTHINESS DETERKINATION.
8tepe taken by the FAA inqector
a.

Review

b.

Inspect

application
the

for

aircreft

The follcwing
would
tuuard
certification

completeness
and review

be mom of
of the

and correctnew.
records

to

l

rcertrin/determine:

(1)

Compliance
and conformity
to the Tppe Certificate
into account
any STCs or any amendment8
to the
Certificate).

(2)

Compliance

(3)

Currency
of weight
and balance
from
(recommended
observance
of weighing).

(4)

What inspection8
and tests
required
to flnd
that the
for cafe operation.

(5)

Compliance
with Registration
Requirenrentb
Marking
Requirements
(FAR 45)

with

applicable

the typical
aircraft:

(taking
Type

ADS.
actual

(including
aircraft
is

veighing

flight
tcets)
in a condition

(FAR 47)

are

and

l

Acting

Par

7

(6)

That an approved
flight
check-off
form has been
each aircraft
is flight
that
form.

(7)

That the civil
model de8ignation
is reflected
(Ref:
FAR 45.13(b))
and that all airworthiness
reflects
the civil
model dceignation
(not the

Direct&r,

Flight

Standard8

test procedure
and flight
cstabli8hed
and that
tested
in accordance
with

on the data plate
documentation
military
model).

Service
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